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In this contribution we present a comprehensive approach to study hydrogen bonding in biological and
biomimetic systems through17O and 17O-1H solid-state NMR combined with density functional theory
calculations of17O and1H NMR parameters. We explore the signal enhancement of17O in L-tyrosine‚HCl
using repetitive double-frequency swept radio frequency pulses in solid-state NMR. The technique is compatible
with high magnetic fields and fast magic-angle spinning of the sample. A maximum enhancement by a factor
of 4.3 is obtained in the signal-to-noise ratio of the selectively excited17O central transition in a powdered
sample of17Oη-L-tyrosine‚HCl at an external field of 14.1 T and a spinning frequency of 25 kHz. As little as
128 transients lead to meaningful17O spectra of the same sample at an external field of 18.8 T and a spinning
frequency of 50 kHz. Furthermore we employed supercycled symmetry-based pulse sequences on the protons
to achieve heteronuclear longitudinal two-spin-order (IzSz) recoupling to determine17O-1H distances. These
sequences recouple the heteronuclear dipolar17O-1H couplings, where dipolar truncation is absent, while
decoupling the homonuclear proton dipolar interactions. They can be applied at fast magic-angle-spinning
frequencies up and beyond 50 kHz and are very robust with respect to17O quadrupolar couplings and both
17O and1H chemical shift anisotropies, which makes them suitable for the use at high external magnetic
fields. The method is demonstrated by determining the17Oη-1H distance inL-tyrosine‚HCl at a spinning
frequency of 50 kHz and an external field of 18.8 T.

1. Introduction

Hydrogen bonding is an essential component of the structure
and function of biological molecules.1,2 Hydrogen bonds are
difficult to quantify by X-ray crystallography because of the
low scattering cross section of hydrogen atoms. Although
neutron diffraction does not suffer from this limitation, it
requires suitable crystals of sufficient size, which can be difficult
or impossible to obtain. In addition, most biological materials
are inherently disordered. As a result, solid-state nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) is an ideal tool to study these
materials. Solid-state NMR spectroscopy of17O is a powerful
tool to study hydrogen bonds since the17O chemical shift and
quadrupolar coupling are claimed to be very sensitive to the
strength and geometry of the hydrogen bonds. In recent years,
several groups have demonstrated the feasibility of17O NMR
experiments in small organic molecules,3-6 nucleic acid basis,7

amino acids,3,6,8-10 polypeptides,11,12and proteins,13,14showing
a correlation between hydrogen bonding and17O chemical shifts
and quadrupolar couplings.

17O is a quadrupolar nucleus (S) 5/2) with a low sensitivity
and a low natural abundance. The last difficulty can be overcome
by isotopic labeling of the samples, but due to the low
gyromagnetic ratio,γ sensitivity remains an issue. In this respect
important steps in the design of solid-state NMR experiments
have been made to enhance the sensitivity of half-integer
quadrupolar nuclei by transferring population from the satellite
transitions to the central transition, prior to applying a central-

transition selective 90° pulse followed by signal detection. In
general this transfer is achieved by adiabatically inverting the
satellite transitions using amplitude modulated radio frequency
(rf) pulses.15-19 It has been demonstrated that the concept of
double-frequency sweeps (DFS) can be favorably combined with
magic-angle spinning (MAS) of the sample as the combined
effect of sample rotation and an amplitude-modulated frequency
sweep allows adjustment in the adiabaticity of the inversion of
the satellite transitions.20,21In powered samples, both under static
and MAS conditions, a random distribution of enhancement
factors in the range 1 to 2S over all molecular orientations in
the powder is achieved and the original quadrupolar powder
line shape is preserved.21 The original implementation of DFS
uses frequency sweeps, in which the frequency of the amplitude
modulation depends linearly on time (linear sweeps). Siegel et
al. have demonstrated that hyperbolic secant DFS leads to
improved signal enhancements.22,23 In this case the amplitude
of the rf pulse is modulated according to a hyperbolic secant
function, while the rf frequency follows a hyperbolic tangent
function with a limited frequency bandwidth.

Recently, it has been shown that in powdered samples the
population transfer pulse scheme followed by a central-transition
selective 90° pulse and signal detection may be repeated several
times prior to letting the spin-system relax to thermal equilibrium
during the recovery time interval.24,25 In the case of “multiple
rotor assisted population transfer (multiple RAPT)”,24 an
enhancement in the signal-to-noise ratio by a factor of 2.3
(determined from Figure 2 in ref 24) was obtained for27Al (S
) 5/2) in albite under MAS condition. Application of the
repetitive DFS (rDFS) scheme25 under double rotation (DOR)
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condition leads to an enhancement by a factor of 2.9 in the
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio for27Al in albite. Similar enhancement
factors were obtained under MAS condition (results not shown).
In this contribution we will show that the rDFS significantly
enhances theS/N ratio in 17O MAS NMR, by demonstrating it
on the isotopically labeled amino acidL-tyrosine‚HCl.

Despite the1H chemical shift, the17O chemical shift, and
quadrupolar coupling being sensitive to hydrogen bonding,
measuring the internuclear17O-1H distance is the most direct
and accurate way to characterize the hydrogen bond, however.
Van Eck and Smith determined the17O-1H heteronuclear
dipolar coupling in a static powder of Mg(OH)2 by letting 17O
central transition single-quantum coherence evolve for a defined
time interval without proton decoupling during a spin-echo
experiment.26 As a consequence the17O single quantum
coherence evolved in the presence of the17O-1H heteronuclear
dipolar coupling. The1H-1H homonuclear dipolar couplings
were removed by Lee-Goldburg decoupling27 of the protons
during the evolution time.

Although MAS is an essential component of many realistic
applications of solid-state NMR, the effect of the heteronuclear
dipolar couplings containing distance information is strongly
attenuated by the MAS. As a result the estimation of internuclear
distances requires the employment of recoupling pulse se-
quences, to suspend the averaging effect of the MAS over a
defined time interval. There are many different types of pulse
sequences achieving recoupling of heteronuclear dipolar
couplings.28-30 A detailed overview of the different properties
of a selection of heteronuclear recoupling sequences can be
found in ref 31. In the following, the most prominent sequences
are briefly presented and discussed in the context of estimating
17O-1H heteronuclear dipolar couplings. The two spin species
are denotedS and I, whereS represents the heteronuclei, in
particular half-integer quadrupolar nuclei, andI represents the
protons.

In Hartmann-Hahn cross polarization (HH-CP) under MAS,32

resonant rf irradiation is applied to both spin speciesI andS to
achieve heteronuclear recoupling. It is widely employed in static
and rotating solids to enhance signals from heteronuclei with
low gyromagnetic ratios by transferring magnetization from the
abundant protons. Cross-polarization involving quadrupolar
nuclei is a complicated process because of the difficulty to spin
lock the central transition transverse magnetization.33 Although
Mali and Kaučič demonstrated that27Al-1H distances in
aluminophosphate molecular sieves can be determined by HH-
CP dynamics,34 HH-CP involving quadrupolar nuclei is not
generally applicable to determine internuclear distances.

Popular pulse schemes for heteronuclear recoupling in MAS
NMR between a spin-1/2 and a half-integer quadrupolar nucleus
are the REDOR,35,36 and the related TEDOR,37 REAP-
DOR,36,38,39 and TRAPDOR40 pulse sequences. The REDOR
sequence is only applied to theI-spins and accomplishes
longitudinal two-spin-order(IzSz) recoupling of the heteronuclear
dipolar interactions betweenS and I-spins in first order. One
advantage of REDOR is that the recoupled heteronuclear dipolar
interactions commute for different spin pairs. The evolution of
the heteronuclear spin system can be described as a superposition
of the evolution of isolated spin pairs. Noncommuting dipolar
interactions on the other hand lead to “dipolar truncation”;41

i.e., the measurement of a weak dipolar coupling between two
spins is prevented if one or both spins are also strongly dipolar
coupled to other spins. REDOR does not suffer from dipolar
truncation. REDOR recouples simultaneously the chemical shift

anisotropies of theI-spins in first order, but they commute with
the heteronuclear dipolar interactions. Thus in practice the
estimation of heteronuclear distances is hardly influenced by
I-spin CSA interactions. REDOR has been successfully com-
bined with multiple-quantum magic-angle spinning (MQMAS)42

to achieve high-resolution27Al spectra in combination with
determining19F-27Al internuclear distances.43,44 The group of
Spiess used rotor-encoded spectroscopy45 employing the RE-
DOR sequence to determine23Na-1H distances in an MQMAS
experiment.46 REDOR also recouples theI-spin homonuclear
dipolar couplings in first order, where the size of the recoupled
terms depends on the ratio of the duration of the 180° pulses
with respect to the period of the sample rotation. Hence, only
in the limit of short pulses with respect to the rotation period,
homonuclearI-spin decoupling is achieved, while under fast
MAS condition and the usual rf field limitations for conventional
MAS probes, substantial recoupling of theI-spin homonuclear
dipolar interactions occurs. As a consequence, REDOR is not
the ideal choice to estimate internuclear distances between
heteronuclei and protons in proton-rich samples.

During recent years symmetry theory has been established
as a powerful tool in the design of rotor-synchronized rf pulse
sequences that selectively preserve and restore certain spin
interactions while suppressing others.30 Pulse sequences denoted
R181

7 and R182
5 have been described, which are applied to the

I-spins and accomplishsingle-quantumrecoupling of the
heteronuclear dipolar interactions while suppressing theI-spin
homonuclear dipolar couplings.47-49 These sequences lead to
strong dipolar oscillations in powdered samples and have been
successfully used to detect perturbations of15N-1H bond lengths
caused by intermolecular hydrogen bonds.49 Van Beek et al.
applied the R182

5 sequence to determine17O-1H distances and
the relative orientation of the17O quadrupolar tensor and the
17O-1H dipolar coupling in powdered samples of isotopically
labeled Mg(OH)2 and glycine‚HCl.50 However, in the case of
single-quantum heteronuclear recoupling, the recoupled hetero-
nuclear dipolar interactions do not commute for different spin
pairs. Hence these sequences suffer from dipolar truncation.
Furthermore, the terms of the simultaneously recoupled CSA
of the irradiatedI-spins do not commute with the heteronuclear
dipolar coupling terms. This may not always be desirable, since
the1H CSA in carboxyl and hydroxyl groups can be in the order
of 20 ppm, hence influencing the17O-1H distance determina-
tion, especially in large external magnetic fields. Therefore, in
this contribution we choose another class of symmetry-based
RNn

ν pulse sequences to determine17O-1H distances. These
sequences achieve heteronuclear longitudinal two-spin-order
(IzSz) recoupling, hence not suffering from dipolar truncation,
while decoupling theI-spin homonuclear dipolar couplings.31,30

The heteronuclear longitudinal two-spin-order recoupling se-
quences are demonstrated by numerical simulations and by
experimentally estimating the17Oη-1Hη distance in the hy-
droxyl group of isotopically labeled17Oη-L-tyrosine‚HCl.

Quantum chemical calculations have become increasingly
important to assist the interpretation of experimental NMR data
and to provide supplementary information. Gervais et al. have
recently calculated the17O chemical shift and quadrupolar
tensors for the crystalline form of different amino acids by
density functional theory (DFT) under periodic boundary
conditions.51 For this contribution we calculated1H CSA tensors,
17O CSA tensors, and quadrupolar coupling tensors inL-tyrosine‚
HCl using the commercially available Amsterdam Density
Functional (ADF) package.52-54 Our results for17O will be
compared to those in ref 51.
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In this contribution we combine the approaches described
above to develop a comprehensive methodology to study
hydrogen bonding in biological systems through17O and17O-
1H NMR.

2. Enhancement in the Central-Transition Population
Difference by Double Frequency Sweeps

The pulse sequence for the rDFS experiment is shown in
Figure 1a. The row markedSdenotes the rf fields at the Larmor
frequency of the half-integer quadrupolar nucleus, in our case
17O. The pulse sequence starts with the recovery time interval
during which the spin system is allowed to relax into thermal
equilibrium. The following pulse sequence block is repeatedn
times: it consists of a DFS prior to a selective 90° pulse on the
S-spin central transition (rf field strengthω1 small compared to
the quadrupolar frequencyωQ) followed by detection of the
complex NMRS-spin signal.

Consider the general case of a half-integer spinS> 1/2 nuclei.
An optimized DFS ideally inverts the satellite transitions
adiabatically, leading to an enhancement of 2S in the central
transition population difference for a single molecular orienta-
tion. The population difference in the central transition is
converted into observable single-quantum (1Q) coherence by
the following central-transition selective 90° pulse. The central-
transition 1Q coherence is subject toT2 relaxation during the
subsequent signal detection. However, there still exist population
differences in the satellite transitions. The situation forS) 5/2
andγ < 0 (as for17O) is depicted in Figure 2. Therefore, the
sequence consisting of the DFS followed by a central-transition
selective 90° pulse and signal detection may be repeated prior
to letting the spin-system relax to thermal equilibrium during
the recovery time interval.25 If s0 denotes the signal intensity
in the free induction decay (FID) for a single molecular
orientation detected after a central-transition selective 90° pulse
is applied to the equilibrium central transition populations, the
signal intensities for thekth repetition in an ideal rDFS
experiment are given by

For example, in the case ofS ) 5/2 this corresponds to signal
enhancement factors of 5, 3, and 1, as shown in Figure 2. The

individual FIDs may be summed, where optimal enhancement
in theS/N ratio is achieved by weighting each FID with its own
intensity.24 This corresponds to a matched filter. Ifσ0 denotes
the root-mean-square noise in a single transient, theS/N ratio
for the weighted sum is given by

The maximum theoretical enhancement in theS/N ratio that can
be achieved with rDFS for a single molecular orientation is given
by 5.92 forS ) 5/2.

In realistic powdered samples spinning at the magic angle, a
single DFS achieves a randomly distributed enhancement in the
range 1 to 2S for various molecular orientations.21 Therefore
rDFS is beneficial for powdered samples as well. Because of
the noncomplete inversion of the satellite transitions in each
DFS step, the individual enhancements are on one hand smaller,
but on the other hand the process may be repeated more often
before the satellite transitions are depleted. The signal intensities
in the consecutive FIDs decay approximately exponentially in
powdered samples. Assuming a gain ofG for the FID after the
first DFS and an exponential decay ofe-x in signal intensity
between consecutive FIDs theS/N ratio for the weighted sum
of the individual FIDs can be maximally improved by a factor
of (ref 25)

3. Symmetry-Based Heteronuclear Longitudinal
Two-Spin-Order Dipolar Recoupling

In the following we discuss the properties of the class of rotor-
synchronized RNn

ν pulse sequences that accomplish hetero-
nuclear longitudinal two-spin-order recoupling while decoupling
homonuclear dipolar interactions. We employ these sequences
to estimate17O-1H distances using the pulse scheme shown in
Figure 1b. The row markedI denotes rf fields at the Larmor
frequency of the abundant protons, while the row markedS
denotes the rf fields at the17O Larmor frequency. The pulse
scheme is based on the dipolar and chemical shift (DIPSHIFT)
correlation experiment.55 First the central transition population
of the 17O is enhanced by a DFS followed by a selective 90°
pulse on the17O central transition. The resulting central
transition transverse magnetization is subjected to a Hahn echo56

sequence of total durationT and a central transition selective
180° pulse as refocusing pulse in the center of the evolution
time interval. For a timeτ the 17O central transition transverse
magnetization evolves in the presence of a RNn

ν heteronuclear
recoupling sequence on the protons. For the remaining time of
the Hahn echo proton decoupling is applied. The complete17O
spin-echo is detected during the time intervalt2.

3.1. Pulse Sequence Symmetries and Supercycles.The
symmetry-based RNn

ν recoupling sequences, possible super-
cycles, and the theory of these schemes in first- and second-
order average Hamiltonians have been discussed in great detail
before.30,31,47,57-61 Here we will briefly summarize the main
results in view of our application. For simplicity consider a spin
system consisting of a single half-integer quadrupolarS-spin
and several spin-1/2 I-spins. The RNn

ν sequence is solely
applied to theI-spins and defined by the set of three integer
symmetry numbers (N, n, ν), whereN is even. It is constructed
from a basic pulse elementR of durationτR ) nτr/N, whereτr

) 2π/ωr is the rotational period andωr the angular spinning

Figure 1. (a) Radio frequency pulse sequence for the repetitive DFS
experiment on the half-integer spin speciesS. The subscript “central”
denotes a central transition selective pulse with the given rotation angle
and phase (i.e.,ω1 , ωQ). (b) Sequence for determining heteronuclear
dipolar couplings between the spin-1/2 speciesI and the half-integer
spin speciesS.

sk ) 2(S- k)s0 with k ) 0, 1, ...,S- 1
2

(1)

(S/N)weighted) s0

σ0 x2
3

S(S+ 1)(2S+ 1) (2)

(〈S/N〉powder)weighted) s0

σ0
G x1/(1 - e-2x) (3)
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frequency. If all interactions other than that with the rf field
are ignored, the inversion elementR effects a net rotation ofπ
of the I-spins around thex-axis in the rotating frame. A second
elementR′ is derived fromR by reversing the sign of all rf
phases. The RNn

ν sequence is formed by repeating the pair
(R)φ(R′)-φ N/2 times, where the additional phase shift is given
by φ ) πν/N. The duration of the whole RNn

ν sequence is
given bynτr.

The nuclear spin interactions of theI-spins may be classified
in terms of their properties under rotations by the quantum
numbers{l, m, λ, µ}, where {l, m} denote the rank and
component with respect to spatial rotations of the sample and
{λ, µ} denote the rank and component with respect toI-spin
rotations. For example the homonuclear dipolar interaction
betweenI-spins has ranksl ) 2, λ ) 2; the homonuclear
isotropicJ-coupling betweenI-spins has ranksl ) 0, andλ )
0; the chemical shift anisotropy of theI-spins and the hetero-
nuclear dipolar interaction betweenSandI-spins have both ranks
l ) 2, λ ) 1; the isotropic chemical shift of theI-spins and the
heteronuclear isotropicJ-coupling betweenS and I-spins have
ranksl ) 0, λ ) 1. Explicit expressions for the various terms
may be found in ref 62.

The rotor-synchronized RNn
ν sequences may be analyzed

using average Hamiltonian theory.63 Selection rules can be
derived, which predict if a certain interaction term with the
quantum numbers{l, m, λ, µ} is present (symmetry-allowed)
in the first-order average Hamiltonian under a pulse sequence
with the set of symmetry numbers (N, n, ν) (refs 30, 31, 47,
and 61). These selection rules may be used to design pulse
sequences which provide heteronuclear longitudinal two-spin-
order dipolar recoupling and at the same time decouple the
homonuclearI-spin dipolar interactions. Suitable symmetries
have been presented before in refs 30 and 31 and include
R123

1, R123
2, R123

4, R123
5, R164

1, R164
3, R164

5, R164
7, etc. These

symmetries have the following properties:
(i) Terms with{l, m, λ, µ} ) {2, (2, 1, 0} are symmetry-

allowed in the first-order average Hamiltonian. That corresponds
to selective recoupling of theIS heteronuclear dipolar coupling
interactions and theI-spin chemical shift anisotropies.

(ii) Since the spin-componentµ ) 0 is associated with the
two spatial componentsm ) (2, the resulting average Hamil-
tonian is notγ-encoded.64 A pulse sequence is calledγ-encoded
if the induced modulation of the NMR signal for a single
molecular orientation depends only on two of the three Euler
angles describing the relative orientation of a molecular fixed
reference frame with respect to a sample holder reference frame.
On one hand the lack ofγ-encoding reduces the amplitude of
dipolar oscillations in powdered samples, which makes quantita-

tive distance measurements more difficult. On the other hand
non-γ-encoded sequences are generally more robust and superior
for long-range distance estimations.65-67

(iii) The recoupled terms of theIS heteronuclear dipolar
interactions commute for different spin pairs.

(iv) The recoupled terms of theI-spin CSA interactions and
the heteronuclear dipolar couplings betweenS and I-spins
commute. As a consequence the oscillations of theS-spin signal
due to the heteronuclear dipolar couplings are not sensitive to
the I-spin chemical shift anisotropies. This allows the determi-
nation of the heteronuclear dipolar couplings without any
knowledge (size and orientation) of theI-spin CSA interactions.

(v) Second-order cross terms between theS-spin quadrupolar
coupling and theIS heteronuclear dipolar coupling with{l, m,
λ, µ} ) {2, (2, 1, 0} and{4, (2, 1, 0} are symmetry allowed
in first-order average Hamiltonian theory and are therefore
recoupled. However, these terms are scaled by the ratio of the
S-spin quadrupolar frequency and theS-spin Larmor frequency
with respect to theISheteronuclear dipolar coupling interactions.
In the case considered in this paper (S ) 17O, quadrupolar
coupling constantsCQ up to 10 MHz [quadrupolar frequencies
up to 1.5 MHz], and a static field of 18.8 T [Larmor frequency
108.5 MHz]) this ratio is in the order of 1-1.5% and therefore
we will not include these terms in the further discussion. It
should be noted that these terms may play a more important
role in other systems, e.g., in the case of14N (S) 1) in amino
acids, polypeptides, and proteins at an external field of 7.05 T,
this ratio can be on the order of 20%.

(vi) The I-spin homonuclear isotropicJ-couplings have the
symmetry numbers{l, m, λ, µ} ) {0, 0, 0, 0} and are therefore
symmetry-allowed under any RNn

ν sequence on theI-spins.
(vii) All terms of the homonuclear dipolar couplings between

I-spins, isotropic chemical shifts of theI-spins, and isotropic
heteronuclearJ-couplings betweenSandI-spins are suppressed
in the first-order average Hamiltonian.

In particular, the subset of the above symmetries of the type
R(4n)n

2n-1 for integer n with n > 2 is interesting, since the
phase shift between consecutive basic elements in the pulse
sequence is given byπ - π/(2n), i.e., the larger the value ofn,
the closer toπ is the phase shift. As a result adjacent pairs of
basic elements have nearly opposite phases and combine to
achieve an approximate internal compensation for rf field
errors.47 In the following, we investigated solutions of this type,
which include the symmetries

Figure 2. Schematic energy level diagram for a spin-5/2 nucleus (γ < 0). The pictorial representation of populations and coherences89 is shown for
a repeated scheme consisting of satellite transition population inversion followed by conversion to detectable central transition single-quantum
coherence. The enhancement of the central transition population difference by factors of 5, 3, and 1 is indicated.

R(4n)n
2n-1 ) R123

5, R164
7, R205

9, R246
11, R287

13, R328
15, ...

for n ) 2, 3, 4, ... (4)
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As a basic element we chose a single 180° pulse around the
rotating-framex-axis (R ) 1800), spanning the entire period
τR (windowless pulse). As a consequence all the above listed
pulse sequence symmetries require the of the rf field strength
on theI-spins to be twice the spinning frequency,ω1

I /ωr ) 2,
which makes these sequences ideal for application at very fast
spinning frequencies around 50 kHz. Other possible choices for
R, especially for application at lower spinning frequencies, are
composite pulses68 or windowed elements.69

It has been shown before that the robustness of RNn
ν

sequences with respect to isotropic chemical shifts, chemical
shift anisotropies, rf inhomogeneity, and instrumental errors in
the rf phase setting can be further improved by supercy-
cling.60,61,65,67,70We used a combination of inversion supercycles,
in which all rf phases are inverted in adjacent pulse sequence
blocks, and “multiple-quantum” (MQ) phase cycles, in which
the overall rf phase of consecutive pulse sequence blocks
is incremented.59,61,65,67,70The nested supercycles are denoted
(RNn

ν RNn
-ν)M1 (ref 61), where in particular we implemented

the following RNn
ν sequences and supercycles

where the sequence RNn
-ν is derived from RNn

ν by reversing the
sign of all rf phases. The notation [...]φ indicates an overall phase
shift in degrees of the bracketed sequence byφ. A detailed
discussion of these supercycles and their theoretical treatment
can be found in ref 61.

3.2. Average Hamiltonian.The symmetric pulse sequences
discussed in the previous section provide a time-independent
first-order average Hamiltonian of the form

where theS-spin Hamiltonian is given by

and Ω0
S is the resonance offset of theS-spin andHh Q

(2) is the
Hamiltonian of the second-order quadrupolar coupling averaged
by MAS. TheS-spin central transition is selectively excited and
subjected to an Hahn echo during the pulse sequence shown in
Figure 6. Hence, the first-order central-transition quadrupolar
HamiltonianHh Q

(1) is absent.
The first-order recoupled homonuclearI-spin and hetero-

nuclearIS-spin average Hamiltonians are given by

where the sums are taken over allI-spins. We have ignored all
homonuclear isotropicJ-couplings of theI-spins. The (real)
frequencyωj is the recoupled CSA of spinIj and the (real)
frequencyωjS is the recoupled heteronuclear dipolar coupling

between spinsIj andS. For all symmetries in eq 4 and the basic
elementR ) 1800 these two frequencies are given by

where Λ ) {jS,j} stands for the type of spin interactions:
heteronuclear dipolar coupling and CSA, respectively. The
starting time point of the recoupling sequence is given byt0,
and RRL

0 denotes the initial position of the rotor at that time
point. [A22

Λ ]R is the space componentm ) 2 of the interaction
tensorΛ with rank l ) 2, written in the rotor-fixed frame. The
component in the rotor-fixed frame is obtained by transforming
it from the principal axis system as follows:

The Euler anglesΩPM
Λ ) {RPM

Λ , âPM
Λ , γPM

Λ } describe the relative
orientation of the principal axis frame of the interactionΛ and
a molecule-fixed frame. The Euler anglesΩMR ) {RMR,âMR,γMR}
relate the molecular frame to a frame fixed on the rotor and
are random variables in a powder. In the case of the hetero-
nuclear dipolar coupling between spinsS and Ij, only the
component [A20

jS]P ) 2bjS is nonzero, where the dipolar cou-
pling constantbjS is related to the internuclear distancerjS and
the gyromagnetic ratiosγS andγI by bjS ) -(µ0/4π)γSγIprjS

-3.
In the case of the CSA of spinIj, only the components [A20

j ]P )
-γjB0 δaniso

j and [A2(2
j ]P ) - ηj[A20

j ]P/x6 are nonzero, where
B0 is the external static magnetic field,δaniso

j ) δ33
j - δiso

j is the
anisotropic chemical deshielding constant, andηj ) (δ22

j -
δ11

j )/δaniso
j is the asymmetry parameter. The isotropic chemical

shift is given byδiso
j ) (δ11

j + δ22
j + δ33

j )/3, andδ11
j , δ22

j , and
δ33

j denote the principal values of the chemical shift tensor,
labeled such that|δ33

j - δiso
j | g |δ11

j - δiso
j | g |δ22

j - δiso
j |.

For all symmetries given in eq 4, assuming the basic element
R ) 1800, the frequency of the heteronuclear dipolar interaction
(eq 12) between spinsS and Ij is given by

where the Euler anglesΩPM
jS ) {RPM

jS ,âPM
jS ,γPM

jS } describe the
transformation of each heteronuclear dipolar coupling from its
principal axis system to a molecule fixed frame.

The heteronuclear dipolar coupling terms in eq 11 commute
with each other for different spin pairs (Ij, S). Therefore, using
the rf pulse scheme shown in Figure 6 with one of the
symmetries given in eq 4 results in theS-spin-echo intensity

where〈‚‚‚〉ΩMR denotes the orientational average over all possible
molecular orientationsΩMR in the powder.

4. Details of the Experiments and Simulations

4.1. Sample.The solid-state NMR experiments were per-
formed on a sample of [35-40% 17Oη]-L-tyrosine‚HCl, for

(R123
5 R123

-5)31 )

[R123
5 R123

-5]0[R123
5 R123

-5]120[R123
5 R123

-5]240 (5)

(R328
15 R328

-15)21 ) [R328
15 R328

-15]0[R328
15 R328

-15]180 (6)

(R328
15 R328

-15)31 )

[R328
15 R328

-15]0[R328
15 R328

-15]120[R328
15 R328

-15]240 (7)

Hh (1) ) Hh S + Hh I
(1) + Hh IS

(1) (8)

Hh S ) Ω0
SSz + Hh Q

(2) (9)

Hh I
(1) ) ∑

j

ωj I jz (10)

Hh IS
(1) ) ∑

j

ωjS IjzSz (11)

ωΛ ) 1

x6
Re([A22

Λ ]R exp{-2i(RRL
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which the molecular structure is shown in Figure 3a. [35-40%
17Oη]-L-tyrosine was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Labo-
ratories and recrystallized from a 9 Msolution of HCl in water
by slow evaporation of the solvent at room temperature.

4.2. Solid-State NMR.All experiments were performed at
static magnetic fields of 14.1 and 18.8 T using a Varian Infinity
and Infinity+ console, respectively. The experiments at 14.1 T
were all performed at a spinning frequency of 25 kHz employing
a double-resonance Varian APEX MAS probehead with a 2.5
mm stator. The experiments at 18.8 T were done at a spinning
frequency of 50 kHz using a home-built double-resonance MAS
probehead utilizing a Samoson 1.8 mm stator.71 Zirconia rotors
were used for all experiments. Processing of the NMR data was
done using the matNMR72 processing package.

4.3. Single-Pulse17O Spectrum.A single-pulse17O spectrum
was obtained at an external field of 14.1 T and a spinning
frequency of 25 kHz using a 2µs excitation pulse with an17O
rf field strength of 13.6 kHz. A total of 122880 transients were
acquired with a recovery time interval of 0.35 s. TPPM
decoupling73 with a1H rf field strength of 96 kHz, pulse duration
of 5.2 µs, and rf phases of(30° was applied during signal
acquisition. The17O signal of water was used as 0 ppm reference
for the scale of the17O chemical shift. Prior to the17O single-
pulse experiment, the spinning axis was set carefully to the
magic angle with respect to the static magnetic field using a
sample of NaNO3.

The experimental17O spectrum was fitted to the ideal second-
order quadrupolar powder line shape in the limit of very fast
MAS.74 Fitting parameters were the17O isotropic chemical shift
δiso, the quadrupolar coupling constantCQ, the asymmetry
parameterηQ, additional line broadening, and scaling factors
for the intensity of the central and inner satellite transitions.
The powder average was calculated using a set of 196418 pairs
of {RMR,âMR} angles chosen according to the ZCW scheme.75

4.3.1. Repetitive DFS.In all cases a PC-based arbitrary
waveform generator from National Instruments (DAQArb
PCI5411) was used to generate the amplitude modulation for
the desired DFS on a carrier frequency of 14 MHz with a time
resolution of 25 ns. This frequency is mixed into the spectrom-
eter as described elsewhere.20,76The experiments performed at
a static field of 14.1 T and a spinning frequency of 25 kHz
employed a convergent DFS with starting and finishing reso-
nance offsets of 2.5 MHz and 100 kHz, respectively. The17O
rf field strength was 18 kHz and sweep duration was optimized
to 4 ms in order to obtain maximum signal intensity. A total of
1968 transients were acquired with a recovery time interval of
10 s. For each transient a number ofn ) 10 DFS repetitions

followed by signal detection was done. TPPM decoupling with
a 1H rf field strength of 109 kHz, pulse duration of 4.9µs and
rf phases of(60° was applied during signal acquisition. For
experiments at a static field of 18.8 T and spinning frequency
of 50 kHz, a convergent DFS with starting and finishing
frequencies of 2.5 MHz and 100 kHz, respectively, was used.
The 17O rf field strength and optimized sweep duration were
set to 16 kHz and 6.8 ms, respectively. A total of 128 transients
were acquired with a recovery time interval of 9 s. For each
transient a number ofn ) 10 DFS repetitions followed by signal
detection was done.

4.3.2. Heteronuclear Dipolar Recoupling.The recoup-
ling experiments were performed at a static field of 18.8 T
and a spinning frequency of 50 kHz. In all cases a diver-
gent DFS was used with starting and finishing frequencies of
100 kHz and 1.4 MHz, respectively. The17O rf field
strength and sweep duration were set to 17.5 kHz and 2 ms,
respectively. Three different experiments were performed,
each using a different heteronuclear recoupling sequence: (i)
(R123

5R123
-5)31. In this case no proton decoupling was

used during the time intervalT - τ and signal detection.
The durations of the 90° and selective 180° pulses were given
as 4.7 and 18µs, respectively. (ii) (R287

13R287
-13)21. (iii)

(R328
15R328

-15)21. In both cases (ii and iii) low power proton
decoupling with a1H rf field strength of about 8-10 kHz was
applied during the time intervalT - τ and signal acquisition.
The durations of the selective 90° and 180° pulses were given
by 15 and 31µs, respectively. In all three cases (i-iii) the 1H
rf field strength during the heteronuclear recoupling sequence
was set to 100 kHz. To verify the exact setting of the rf field
strength in each case, a complete proton two-dimensional (2D)
nutation spectrum was acquired. The resulting rf profile allowed
in addition to determine the rf inhomogeneity of the rf coil.

Numerically exact spin simulations were performed using
SIMPSON.77 In all cases powder averaging was accomplished
using a set of 376 pairs of{RMR,âMR} angles chosen according
to the ZCW scheme75 together with stepping theγMR angle
equally from 0° to 360° in 19 steps; i.e., a total number of 7144
angle triplets was used. If not indicated otherwise, all spin
interactions of the nuclei of interest were included in the
simulations: (i) The experimental values of the17Oη quadrupolar
coupling constant and asymmetry parameter, where the principal
axis system as calculated by DFT was used. The first- and
second-order quadrupolar coupling was included in the simula-
tions, whereas the second-order cross term between the qua-
drupolar coupling and the heteronuclear17O-1H dipolar cou-
pling was ignored as discussed above. (ii) Heteronuclear17O-

Figure 3. (a) Molecular structure of17Oη-L-tyrosine‚HCl. We use the nomenclature recommended by the IUPAC.90 (b) Solid line: Experimental
single-pulse17O spectrum of [35-40% 17Oη]-L-tyrosine‚HCl obtained at a static field of 14.1 T and a spinning frequency of 25 kHz. Dashed line:
Best fit simulated second-order quadrupolar line shape.
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1H and homonuclear1H-1H dipolar couplings. (iii) Experimental
offsets of the17O and1H spectrometer carrier frequencies. (iv)
Chemical shielding tensors of the17Oη, 1Hη, and1H′′ sites as
determined by DFT calculations.

4.4. DFT Calculations.For the DFT calculations of the17Oη

quadrupolar coupling, the17Oη, 1Hη, and 1H′′ chemical shift
tensors inL-tyrosine‚HCl the Amsterdam Density Functional
(ADF) package52-54 was used. Two clusters ofL-tyrosine
molecules were build from the neutron diffraction crystal
structure:78 The first one consisting of 10L-tyrosine molecules
together with 3 chlorine anions and 7 point charges at the
positions of the other 7 chlorine anions. The second one
consisting of 3L-tyrosine molecules together with 1 chlorine
anion and 2 point charges at the position of the other two
chlorine anions.

In general, for all atoms in the molecular cluster a double-ú
polarized (DZP) atomic basis set was chosen. Exceptions were
all the atoms in the central tyrosine molecule and the H′′, O′′,
and C′ atoms of the tyrosine molecule, whose H′′ is weakly
hydrogen bonded to the Oη of the central tyrosine molecule,
compare Figures 3 and 6. For those atoms a core double-ú,
valence triple-ú, doubly polarized (T2ZP) basis set was chosen.
In general, the basis set for N, C, and O atoms had a frozen 1s
shell, while the basis set for the Cl atom had a frozen 2p shell.
Exception is the Oη of the central tyrosine molecule, for which
an all electron basis set was chosen.

In all cases we used two different pairs of exchange-and-
correlation (XC) functionals: First, we employed the exchange
and correlation corrections suggested in 1991 by Perdew and
Wang, denoted PW91 (ref 79 and references therein). Second,
we used the gradient correction proposed in 1988 by Becke80

together with correlation correction introduced in 1988 by Lee,
Yang, and Parr,81 denoted BLYP. No relativistic effects were
taken into account.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Single-Pulse17O Spectrum. Figure 3b shows the
experimental single-pulse17O MAS spectrum of a powdered
sample of17Oη-L-tyrosine‚HCl. The experimental spectrum was
fitted to the ideal second-order quadrupolar line shape in the
limit of fast MAS. The foot at about 100 ppm in the second-
order central-transition line shape stems from the inner satellite
transition in 17O and was included in the fitting. As best fit
values we obtained an isotropic chemical shift ofδiso ) 87.1(
0.5 ppm, a quadrupolar coupling constant ofCQ ) 8.52( 0.05
MHz, and an asymmetry parameter ofηQ ) 0.74( 0.02. Our
results differ significantly from those presented earlier by Dupree
and co-workers, who estimated values ofδiso ) 83 ( 0.5 ppm,
CQ ) 8.56 ( 0.05 MHz, andηQ ) 0.65 ( 0.02.9 Especially
the difference inηQ is evident, and we do not have any satisfying
explanation for this deviation. One possibility could be slight
differences in the17Oη-L-tyrosine‚HCl sample. We confirmed
that indeed both the carboxyl and hydroxyl sites were protonated
in our sample by recording1H spectra at 50 kHz spinning at an
external field of 18.8 T (results not shown).

5.2. Repetitive DFS.Figure 4 shows the experimental results
obtained using the rDFS pulse sequence in Figure 1 for17Oη-
L-tyrosine‚HCl. The results in the first row (a) and (b) were
obtained at an external field ofB0 ) 14.1 T and a spinning
frequency ofωr/2π ) 25 kHz, while the results in the second
row (c) and (d) were acquired atB0 ) 18.8 T usingωr/2π ) 50
kHz. The individual FIDs, which were detected during the rDFS
pulse sequence, are shown in the first column (a) and (c). The
maximum signal enhancement is achieved by the first DFS. In

the following repetitions, the signal enhancements decay ap-
proximately exponentially. The second column (b) and (d) shows
the enhancement in theS/N ratio of the accumulated17O spectra
using two different summation methods. First, the individual
FIDs were summed directly without any weighting of the data.
Since theS/N ratio in the individual FIDs drops with increasing
number of repetitions, theS/N ratio of the summed signal also
begins to drop again with increasing number of repetitions. This
is circumvented by weighting each individual FID with its own
intensity during summation. As a consequence, individual FIDs
with a low S/N ratio get a small weighting factor. As a result
the S/N ratio of the weighted sum of the individual FIDs
continues to rise and levels off into a plateau with increasing
number of repetitions. At a static field of 14.1 T and a spinning
frequency of 25 kHz, we obtain enhancement factors for the
17O signal of about 2.8 for a single DFS and 4.3 for 10 repetitive
DFS. This result compares favorably with recent results obtained
by Siegel et al. who reported a signal enhancement of 4.1 using
a hyperbolic secant DFS for27Al under MAS condition in a
powdered sample of aluminum acetylacetonate with a quadru-
polar coupling constant ofCQ ) 3.03 MHz and relatively small
asymmetry parameter ofηQ ) 0.15.23

In the case of a static field of 18.8 T and a spinning frequency
of 50 kHz, the enhancement is lower, a factor of 1.8 for a single
DFS and 2.8 for 10 repetitive DFS is obtained. This is mainly
attributed to the fact that the passages of the satellite transitions
by each DFS on average gets less adiabatic the faster the sample
is rotated.76 Still these results show that DFS and rDFS are
beneficial also in the regime of fast MAS. In general, we
obtained the best results for sweeps using rf field strength of
10-20 kHz. In this regime the signal enhancement steadily
increases as a function of the sweep duration until a plateau is
reached.

The corresponding experimental17O spectra of 17Oη-L-
tyrosine‚HCl are shown in Figure 5. The first row (a-c) contains
the results obtained at a static field of 14.1 T and a spinning
frequency of 25 kHz, whereas the spectra in the second row
(d-f) were acquired at a static field of 18.8 T and a spinning
frequency of 50 kHz. The left-hand column (a and d) shows
the reference spectra obtained with a selective 90° pulse on the

Figure 4. Experimental rDFS results on17Oη-L-tyrosine‚HCl. For (a)
and (b) 1968 transients were recorded at a static field of 14.1 T and a
spinning frequency of 25 kHz. For (c) and (d) 128 transients were
recorded at a static field of 18.8 T and a spinning frequency of 50
kHz. (a) and (c) show the 10 individual17O FIDs acquired with the
pulse sequence shown in Figure 1a. (b) and (d): Symbols: enhancement
in the spectralS/N ratio for the individual FIDs during the rDFS
sequence. Dashed lines: enhancement in the spectralS/N ratio if the
sum of the individual FIDs is calculated. Solid lines: enhancement in
the spectralS/N ratio for the weighted sum of the individual FIDs.
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central transition starting at thermal equilibrium. The results in
the center column (b and e) stem from the application of a single
DFS prior to the selective 90° pulse. The right column (c and
f) contains the results using the rDFS sequence and forming
the weighted sum of 10 individual FIDs. It should be noted
that the noise levels are identical for all spectra in the same
row. The enhancement in theS/N ratio plotted in Figure 4 can
therefore be observed by comparing the spectral intensities. In
addition it becomes clear that both applying a single DFS or
the rDFS preserves the second-order quadrupolar line shape.

5.3. DFT Calculations.We performed DFT calculations of
the17O quadrupolar coupling tensor in17Oη-L-tyrosine‚HCl. In
addition we calculated the chemical shift tensor of the17Oη,
1Hη, and1H′′ sites. The results are collected in Table 1. Figure
6 shows the principal axis system of the17Oη quadrupolar tensor
and the1Hη chemical shift tensor

The value of the quadrupolar coupling constantCQ lies in
the range 8.61-8.75 MHz for all calculations, showing that this
parameter is only limitedly affected by the choice of cluster
size. The choice of the XC functional has a larger influence on

Figure 5. Experimental17O spectra of17Oη-L-tyrosine‚HCl. (a-c) 1968 transients, external field of 14.1 T, and 25 kHz spinning frequency. (d-f)
128 transients, external field of 18.8 T, and 50 kHz spinning frequency. (a and d) Spectra obtained with a selective 90° pulse on the central
transition equilibrium magnetization. (b and e) Spectra obtained after a applying a single DFS prior to the 90° selective pulse. (c and f) Spectra
obtained by a weighted sum of the individual FIDs acquired during the rDFS sequence.

TABLE 1: (a) Experimental Result for the 17Oη Isotropic Chemical Shift and the Quadrupolar Coupling Constant and
Asymmetry Parameter, (b) Results of DFT Calculations for the17Oη Quadrupolar Coupling Tensor, and (c) Results of DFT
Calculations for Different Chemical Shift Tensorsa

(a) Experimental Results

nucleus δiso (ppm) øQ (MHz) ηQ SIMPSON
17Oη 87.1( 0.5 8.52( 0.05 0.74( 0.02 *

(b) DFT Calculations: Quadrupole Coupling

nucleus XC cluster øQ (MHz) ηQ ΩQ
PM (deg) SIMPSON

17Oη PW91 3 8.61 0.74 {-99, 49, 89}
17Oη BLYP 3 8.69 0.74 {-99, 49, 89}
17Oη PW91 10 8.66 0.82 {-99, 45, 89} *
17Oη BLYP 10 8.75 0.82 {-99, 45, 89}

(c) DFT Calculations: CSA

nucleus XC cluster δaniso(ppm) η ΩPM
CSA (deg) SIMPSON

17Oη PW91 3 47.6 0.75 {- 96, 27,-81}
17Oη BLYP 3 46.5 0.70 {-96, 28,-80} *
17Oη PW91 10 39.0 0.65 {-101, 30,-81}
17Oη BLYP 10 38.0 0.60 {-102, 31,-80}
1Hη PW91 3 -23.9 0.43 {-72, 168,-77}
1Hη BLYP 3 -23.9 0.43 {-72, 169,-77} *
1Hη PW91 10 -21.1 0.32 {-81, 170,-81}
1Hη BLYP 10 -21.1 0.32 {-80, 170,-81}
1H′′ PW91 3 -18.6 0.36 {71, 119, 55}
1H′′ BLYP 3 -18.6 0.35 {71, 120, 55} *
1H′′ PW91 10 -17.5 0.10 {85, 119, 52}
1H′′ BLYP 10 -17.5 0.10 {85, 119, 52}

a The anisotropic deshielding constantδanisoand the asymmetry parameterη of the chemical shift tensor are defined in section 3.2 below eq 13.
In the case of (b) and (c) the Euler anglesΩPM

Λ give the relative orientation of the interaction tensorΛ and a molecule fixed frame with itsz-axis
along the Oη-Hη internuclear vector and itsx-axis perpendicular to the Cú-Oη-Hη plane (compare Figure 6). The columns marked “XC” and
“Cluster” indicate the exchange-and-correlation functionals and sizes of the molecular clusters used in the calculations, respectively. An asterisk in
the column “SIMPSON” indicates those results which have been used in the numerical heteronuclear recoupling spin simulations.
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the final result. For the asymmetry parameterηQ the situation
is reversed: For each cluster size the values are about the same
for the different XC functionals, but they are significantly
different for different cluster sizes. It should be noted that the
deviation of the calculated values from the experimental results
is larger for the 10 molecule cluster than for the 3 molecule
cluster. Gervais et al. calculated values ofCQ ) 8.60 MHz and
ηQ ) 0.8 taking the periodicity of the crystal into account
explicitly.51 Our results for the 10 molecular cluster are quite
close to these values.

There is still a notable discrepancy between the calculated
and measured values forηQ for the17Oη site inL-tyrosine‚HCl,
both for the cluster and periodic calculations. For carboxylic
17O sites the observed differences are usually much smaller, as
has been shown for various amino acids.51 We do not fully
understand this discrepancy for the hydroxyl17Oη site at this
point. However, the asymmetry parameter of carbonyl oxygens
is apparently determined more locally with its high electron
density in the double bond, whereas the asymmetry parameter
of hydroxyl oxygens is stronger influenced by long-range
variations in the electron density. It seems generally true that
the size of the quadrupolar interaction is determined more
locally, whereas the site symmetry contains some longer range
effects. We conclude that the quadrupolar coupling constant may
be calculated quite well using small molecular clusters, while
the asymmetry parameter generally requires a larger cluster size.
The orientation of the principal axis system of the quadrupolar
tensor is essentially identical for all the different calculations
and is shown in Figure 6. Thex-axis is almost perpendicular to
the Cú-Oη-Hη plane. Thez-axis is rotated away from the Oη-
Hη bond around thex-axis by about 45°-49° in the negative
sense.

In case of the17Oη chemical shift tensor the differences for
both the value of the anisotropic deshieldingδaniso and the
asymmetry parameterη are significantly different for the
different cluster sizes, whereas the choice of another XC
functional has less of an influence on the calculated results.
The results of Gervais et al. obtained by periodic calculations
correspond toδaniso ) 40.9 ppm andη ) 0.75 for the17Oη

CSA.51 The value ofδaniso is very close to our results for the
10 molecule cluster, while the value ofη shows a discrepancy
that is larger for the 10 molecule cluster than for the 3 molecule
cluster. This discrepancy seems to stem from the chosen XC
functional. Furthermore, the Euler angles describing the relative
orientation of the chemical shift and quadrupolar tensor reported
by Gervais et al. are very close to our results, which can be
deduced from Table 1 (values not shown). In the case of the
1Hη and 1H′′ chemical shift tensors, the values forη depend
strongly on the choice of the cluster size. Thez-axis of the
principal axis systems of the proton chemical shift tensors is in
all cases almost collinear with the O-H bonds as expected.

Pike et al. have experimentally determined the17O quadru-
polar coupling constants and asymmetry parameters in different
amino acids.9 However no distinct correlation between the size
of quadrupolar coupling constant and the length of N-H‚‚‚O
and O-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bonds could be observed, whereas the
principal components of the17O chemical shift tensor depend
linearly on the hydrogen bonding distance.51 We performed a
series of DFT calculations inL-tyrosine‚HCl using a 10 molecule
cluster varying the Oη-Hη bond length of the central tyrosine
molecule in the range from 99 to 105 pm. This serves as a simple
model for the effect of O-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bonding to elongate
the O-H bond length. The resulting calculated values for the
Oη quadrupolar coupling constant decrease linearly from 8.66
to 8.57 MHz. This corresponds to a change in the quadrupolar
coupling constant of about-0.016 MHz per 1 pm increase in
the Oη-Hη bond length. This value is rather small, and therefore
a very accurate determination of the quadrupolar coupling
constant would be required to deduce the Oη-Hη bond length
from the quadrupolar coupling constant. Therefore a more direct
and accurate method to characterize hydrogen bonding is
measuring internuclear17O-1H distances as was discussed in
theory in section 3. Numerical simulations and experimental
results of these experiments will be shown in the following
section.

5.4. Heteronuclear 17O-1H Dipolar Recoupling. 5.4.1.
Numerical Simulations.We performed numerically exact spin
simulations of the different heteronuclear longitudinal two-spin-
order recoupling sequences in eq 4 and supercycles in eq 5
together with the basic elementR ) 1800 to assess their
robustness in the presence of17O quadrupolar coupling and17O
and1H chemical shift anisotropy. We found in general that the
sequences (R328

15R328
-15)21 and (R328

15R328
-15)31 showed the

best performance. Figure 7 shows the simulated17O spin-echo
signal amplitudes as a function of the durationτ of the
recoupling sequence. Parts a and b of Figure 7 are calculated
for two different heteronuclear dipolar couplings, 14500 and
3909 Hz, respectively, comparing the results for these two
sequences using either numerical two-spin simulations consider-
ing in each case all relevant spin interactions as described in
section 4.3.2 or the average Hamiltonian results as given in eq
15, i.e., considering solely the actual heteronuclear dipolar
coupling of interest. In each case the curves of all calculations
are almost identical demonstrating the robustness of both
recoupling sequences with respect to17O quadrupolar couplings
and both17O and1H chemical shift anisotropies.

We found that the influence of the17O quadrupolar coupling
and chemical shift anisotropy on the numerically simulated
dephasing curves is negligible. Therefore the1H chemical shift
anisotropy is responsible for the slight deviations of the results
obtained by numerical simulations and by average Hamiltonian
calculations. It should be noted that the size the anisotropic
chemical shift of hydroxyl and carboxylic protons is quite large,

Figure 6. Two adjacentL-tyrosine cations and one chlorine anion in
the neutron diffraction crystal structure78 of L-tyrosine‚HCl. The
principal axis systems of the17Oη quadrupole coupling tensor and of
the 1Hη chemical shift tensor obtained by DFT calculations (results
marked with asterisks in Table 1) are indicated.
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i.e., on the order of 21-24 ppm (16.8-19.2 kHz at a static
field of 18.8 T) for the1Hη site. As the recoupled proton CSA
commutes with the heteronuclear17O-1H dipolar interaction
in the first-order average Hamiltonian for the sequences
employed here, its influence is minor as underpinned by parts
a and b of Figure 7. Parts c and d of Figure 7 support this,
since the dependence on the orientation of the1H chemical shift
tensor is also quite small.

5.4.2. Experimental Results.Experimental modulation curves
for different heteronuclear recoupling sequences obtained using
the pulse sequence in Figure 1 for17Oη-L-tyrosine‚HCl at a static
field of 18.8 T and a spinning frequency of 50 kHz are shown
in Figure 8. The normalized experimental integrals of the17Oη

spectral peak (complete second-order line shape) are plotted as
a function of the durationτ of the recoupling pulse sequence.
The peak integrals were in all cases normalized to the peak
integral atτ ) 0. The results in Figure 8 were obtained using
the following recoupling sequences: (a) (R123

5R123
-5)31, (b)

(R287
13R287

-13)21 and (c) (R328
15R328

-15)21.
The solid lines in Figure 8 are a result of numerically exact

spin simulations using all relevant spin interactions. The
numerical simulations were multiplied by an exponential
damping factorf exp{-τ/TR} to take relaxation into account.
In addition we had to add an empirical exponentially damped
constant offset (1- f) exp{-τ/Tqe} to satisfactorily fit the
calculated curves to the experimental signal intensities. We
attribute this offset to the complex relaxation pathways in the
proton network that leads to a decaying quasi-equilibrium state.82

A similar offset has been used to describe the two-spin dynamics
at the rotational resonance condition in a multiple spin system.83

This approach requires that actual heteronuclear dipolaroscil-

lationsare observed in order to obtain the heteronuclear dipolar
coupling by fitting the experimental results to simulations. A
plaindephasing(or damping) of the signal by the heteronuclear
dipolar coupling would be obscured by relaxation and only a
qualitative estimate of the heteronuclear dipolar coupling would
be possible. Apart from the heteronuclear dipolar coupling we
therefore considered three further fitting parameters: the
exponential damping and the exponentially damped offset. We
obtained the 95% confidence interval for the heteronuclear
dipolar coupling by calculating the mean squared deviationS
between the experimental and simulated amplitudes for a series
of different heteronuclear dipolar couplings, where the other
three fitting parameters were optimized as to minimizeS in each
case. The 95% confidence interval is determined by the set of
dipolar couplings for whichS e Smin{1 + F1,n-4

0.05 /(n - 4)},
whereSmin is the mean squared deviation between experimental
and simulated amplitudes minimized by optimizing all four
fitting parameters andn is the number of experimental points.

Figure 7. Simulated17O spin-echo signal amplitudes in the presence
of different heteronuclear recoupling pulse sequences of durationτ in
17Oη-L-tyrosine‚HCl for an external field of 18.1 T and spinning
frequency of 50 kHz. (a and c) A two spin system consisting of17Oη

and1Hη. A heteronuclear dipolar coupling constant ofbIS/2π ) 14500
Hz was used. (b and d) A two spin system consisting of17Oη and1H′′.
The heteronuclear dipolar coupling constant wasbIS/2π ) 3909 Hz. (a
and b) Dotted lines: numerically exact simulations for the sequence
(R328

15R328
-15)21 considering all relevant spin interactions. Dashed

lines: numerical simulations for the sequence (R328
15R328

-15)31 con-
sidering all relevant spin interactions. Solid lines: average Hamiltonian
simulations according to eq 15, only considering the heteronuclear
dipolar couplings. (c) numerical simulations for the sequence
(R328

15R328
-15)31 as in (a) but assuming an ensemble of 50 random

orientations of the1Hη chemical shift tensor. (c) numerically exact
simulations for the sequence (R328

15R328
-15)31 as in (b) but assuming

and ensemble of 50 random orientations of the1H′′ chemical shift tensor.
For all numerically exact simulations the selective 180° pulse on the
17O central transition in the center of the spin-echo sequence was
assumed to be ideal.

Figure 8. Symbols: Normalized experimental integrals of the17Oη

spectral peak for different heteronuclear recoupling pulse sequences
as a function of the recoupling intervalτ. The data were acquired for
17Oη-L-tyrosine‚HCl in an external field of 18.1 T and at a spinning
frequency of 50 kHz. The following recoupling sequences were used:
(a) (R123

5R123
-5)31, (b) (R287

13R287
-13)21, (c) (R328

15R328
-15)21. Solid

lines: best fit two-spin numerical simulations of the amplitudes
multiplied by an exponential function and added to an exponentially
damped constant offset. The following results were obtained for the
heteronuclear dipolar17Oη-1Hη coupling constants, the factorf and
the relaxation time constantsTR andTqe: (a) (bIS/2π, f, TR, Tqe) ) (14270
( 380 Hz, 0.75, 1.61 ms, 0.34 ms), (b) (bIS/2π, f, TR, Tqe) ) (14410(
370 Hz, 0.87, 0.57 ms, 0.43 ms), (c) (bIS/2π, f, TR, Tqe) ) (14610(
370 Hz, 0.87, 1.02 ms, 0.35 ms). Short-dashed lines: Average
Hamiltonian two-spin simulations according to eq 15 using the same
parameters as for the solid lines. Long-dashed line in (c): best fit
numerical simulations for a17Oη-1Hη dipolar coupling constant of
14560( 290 Hz assuming a three spin system of17Oη, 1Hη, and1H′′.
The factorf and the relaxation time constantsTR andTqe are given by
(f, TR, Tqe) ) (0.90, 2.88 ms, 0.76 ms). Dotted line in (c): Average
Hamiltonian three-spin simulation using the same parameters as for
the long-dashed line.
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FR(p1, p2) is the upperR probability point of theF distribution
with p1 andp2 degrees of freedom.84

In case of Figures 8a-c a two spin system consisting of17Oη

and1Hη was assumed for the simulations. In case of Figure 8c
in addition an alternative fit with a three-spin system composed
of 17Oη, 1Hη, and1H′′ was used, where the17Oη-1H′′ dipolar
coupling was set to 3909 Hz (distance 160.9 pm) from the
neutron diffraction crystal structure, the17Oη-1Hη was varied
during the fitting procedure and the homonuclear1Hη-1H′′
coupling each time adjusted accordingly. The best fits for the
heteronuclear dipolar coupling constants assuming a two-spin
system of17Oη and1Hη are given by (a) 14270( 380 Hz, (b)
14410( 370 Hz, and (c) 14610( 370 Hz. The best fit value
for the17Oη-1Hη heteronuclear dipolar coupling constant using
a three-spin system is given by 14560( 290 Hz. The spread in
the results is quite small, and all values lie within the confidence
intervals of each measurement. The experimental results in
Figure 8c were obtained using the (R328

15R328
-15)21 sequence

and show the smoothest and deepest oscillations. Since this
sequence furthermore showed also the best robustness with
respect to the1H CSA, we consider these results slightly more
reliable. It should be noted that the results considering a two-
or three-spin system in the numerical simulations, respectively,
differ just by 50 Hz, which is very small compared to the
confidence interval in the order of(290-370 Hz. A 17Oη-
1Hη dipolar coupling constant of 14560( 290 Hz corresponds
to an internuclear distance ofrNMR ) 103.8( 0.7 pm. This is
about 5% larger than the distance ofrn-diff ) 98.9 pm estimated
by neutron diffraction, which corresponds to a heteronuclear
dipolar coupling constant of 16840 Hz. Therefore the observed
dipolar coupling constant is about 13.5% smaller than the one
calculated from the neutron structure. Although these discrep-
ancies are significant, they can be explained by the librational
motion of the17Oη-1Hη bond vector: Ishii et al. calculated by
molecular dynamics simulations in glycine that C-H and N-H
distances measured by NMR at 273 K are 3.7-5.3% longer
than the distances estimated by neutron diffraction.85 Even at 0
K the zero-point librational motion still results in discrepancies
in the order of 2-3%.85,86 The value ofrNMR at 0 K can be
determined by extrapolating the results of NMR measurements
performed at different temperatures.85 In general the discrep-
ancies are much larger for direct bonds involving hydrogen
atoms than for direct bonds not involving hydrogen atoms. Van
Beek et al. observed discrepancies in their solid-state NMR
estimation of17O-1H distances in Mg(17OH)2 and [U-13C,17O]-
glycine‚HCl betweenrNMR and rn-diff of 12.6% and 8.9%,
respectively.50 Considering the fact they studied different
samples and used a different recoupling sequence, no unam-
biguous statements as why they find larger bond length
differences are possible.

The short-dashed and dotted lines in Figure 6 are the result
of average Hamiltonian calculation according to eq 15 using
the same parameters as for the numerical exact simulations. In
general the agreement with the numerically exact simulations
is very good. Just in the case of the three spin simulations in
Figure 8d, a small difference can be observed. Therefore the
analysis of the experimental curves may for simplicity be done
just using average Hamiltonian calculations, which are much
less elaborate than numerically exact simulations.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we showed that double frequency sweeps are a
robust and easy to optimize technique to enhance theS/N ratio
in 17O solid-state NMR of biological samples. We could further

improve the enhancement in sensitivity by the repetitive DFS
pulse sequence. As a result a maximum enhancement in the
S/N ratio by a factor of 4.3 in17Oη-L-tyrosine‚HCl was
experimentally demonstrated at an external field of 14.1 T and
a spinning frequency of 25 kHz. Furthermore, as little as 128
transients lead to meaningful17O spectra of the same sample at
an external field of 18.8 T and a spinning frequency of 50 kHz.
Therefore DFS and rDFS are compatible with high magnetic
fields and fast magic-angle sample spinning, paving the way
for more complex experiments under these conditions. Further-
more, both techniques preserve the quadrupolar powder line
shape. As a result DFS, rDFS, and experiments based on them
are expected to be of great importance in the17O solid-state
NMR of more complex biological and biomimetic systems. This
allows accurate determination ofCQ andηQ needed to interpret
small but significant changes in these parameters as a result of
differences in hydrogen bonding. However, since these changes
are small, a more direct and accurate way to characterize
hydrogen bonding is to determine17O-1H distances. Such
distance measurements and more in general multidimensional
experiments benefit crucially from the enhancement in theS/N
ratio obtained by employing DFS and rDFS schemes.

In addition, we performed DFT calculations of the17Oη

quadrupolar coupling tensor and the17Oη, 1Hη and1H′′ chemical
shift tensors inL-tyrosine‚HCl. We observed that in the case of
the 17O quadrupolar coupling tensor, only the asymmetry
parameter depends on the size of the molecular cluster chosen
for the calculations. In the case of the17O and 1H chemical
shift tensors, both the anisotropic shift and the asymmetry
parameter are sensitive to the cluster size. A comparison of our
17O results for a 10 molecule cluster with the findings of Gervais
et al., who took the periodicity of the crystal into account
explicitly,51 shows good agreement. DFT calculations are an
important tool to support the interpretation of17O solid-state
NMR results in biological and biomimetic systems.

We employed supercycled symmetry-based RNn
ν pulse se-

quences on the proton channel to achieve heteronuclear longi-
tudinal two-spin-order recoupling to determine17O-1H dis-
tances. These sequences recouple the heteronuclear dipolar17O-
1H couplings while decoupling the homonuclear proton dipolar
interactions. Since the recoupled heteronuclear dipolar interac-
tions commute for different spin pairs, these sequences do not
suffer from dipolar truncation. The proton CSA terms, which
are simultaneously recoupled in first-order average Hamiltonian,
commute with the heteronuclear dipolar coupling terms. That
allows the design of experiments where the measurement of
17O-1H heteronuclear dipolar couplings is hardly influenced
by the1H chemical shift interactions. We further stabilized the
performance of the sequences by implementing a combination
of inversion and MQ supercycles. It should be noted that the
symmetry-allowed second-order cross terms between the17O
quadrupolar coupling and the17O-1H heteronuclear dipolar
coupling are small at the high external fields chosen here and
therefore need not be considered. Two of the most promising
heteronuclear longitudinal two-spin-order recoupling sequences
are (R328

15R328
-15)21 and (R328

15R328
-15)31, where the choice

of the MQ phase cycle is determined by the size of the tar-
geted heteronuclear coupling, i.e., the maximal duration of
the heteronuclear recoupling. We demonstrated the sequence
(R328

15R328
-15)21 experimentally by estimating the17Oη-1Hη

distance in17Oη-L-tyrosine‚HCl at a spinning frequency of 50
kHz in an external magnetic field of 18.8 T. Our result for the
17Oη-1Hη NMR distance of 103.8( 0.7 pm is about 5% larger
than the value of 98.9 pm estimated by neutron diffraction,
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which may be explained by the librational motion of the17Oη-
1Hη bond vector. The symmetry-based heteronuclear longitudinal
two-spin-order recoupling sequences may be readily used in
experiments to measure certain internuclear17O-1H distances
selectively following the approach established for the widely
used REDOR sequence,87,88 and progress in this direction
combined with further improvements in the symmetric sequence
design is under way in our laboratory. In addition, the sequences
can be incorporated into existing experiments which use rotor-
encoding of spin-pair coherences in a second time dimension
to determine internuclear distances.45 It is also possible to use
them in the single- or multiple-quantum dimension in MQMAS
experiments, following the approach in refs 43 and 44. All these
experiments will benefit from the better homonuclear decoupling
properties of the symmetry-based recoupling sequences. Fur-
thermore, these experiments can be used for magnetization
transfer from protons to17O, thus allowing two-dimensional
NMR spectra to be obtained which correlate the chemical shifts
of 1H and17O sites close in space. Finally it should be mentioned
that the application of the symmetry-based heteronuclear
longitudinal two-spin-order recoupling sequences is not limited
to the determination of internuclear17O-1H distances only. As
they are applied to the protons, they will be advantageous over
existing techniques to determine distances between protons and
heteronuclei in general, irrespective of their spin quantum
number.
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